
FANTASY IRELAND – Season 2 - Outlines x 13

1. A FECK OF SEAGULLS
Dublin City seagulls are getting more and more brazen. People had gotten used them nicking
their chips, but now they’ve gone to whole new level of thieving; jewellery, wallets and 
mobile phones etc. Taoiseach Mighty Joe Doyle is fed up as the gulls are ruining his big day 
at the mint where he is getting his face printed on new notes. The Shamz suspect Murphy is 
behind the thieving birds, but they’re caught by surprise when a young nun appears on the 
scene claiming that she’s there to keep an eye on the wayward priest.

Sister Mercy has just been assigned to Rathmines Parish and seems like a thorn in Murphy’s 
side. Unlike him, she’s more in touch with the people and has a relaxed approach to the 
whole ‘God thing’. The Shamz are delighted to see Murphy put in his place and believe the 
new blood will finally quell his mischievous ways once and for all. But first they need to sort 
out the bird issue, and quick, as the gulls are now stealing human organs! Ciara notices one 
particular bird that seems to be leading the flock - a diamond-eyed Raven. Through the good
Book of Moate she comes to the conclusion that Murphy must have summoned the spirit of 
Morrigan – the great Celtic goddess who took on the form of a raven obsessed by both 
chaos and shiny objects. The Raven is the key!

Ireland is broke when Morrigan leads her pesky gulls on their most daring raid yet; cleaning 
out the mint full of Mighty Joe Doyle’s freshly printed Euro notes. However, Jay’s old pellet 
gun and years of shooting money lenders up the hole from his window finally pay off as he 
manages to clip the wing of the Raven breaking the spell that the gulls were under. Murphy 
escapes, but all the stolen goods are returned. However, no Raven’s body is recovered. The 
Shamz take the win, unaware that Sister Mercy is recuperating with a bandaged arm. For 
once Fr Murphy isn’t disappointed, as despite the setback, he’s still gotten one over on the 
Shamz as they haven’t a clue that the fun-loving nun was all part of his new plan – to create 
a triad evil collective - Murphy, Flatley and Morrigan (aka. Sister Mercy) hellbent on putting 
an end to the Shamz!

2. WHAT’S ANOTHER EUROVISION?
Ireland’s excited as Eurovision legend Donny Hogan has come out of retirement after forty 
years to represent us again. Ireland used to own the competition but now we’re mortified 
every year by the whole experience. Ciara is Donny’s No. 1 fan and to her surprise so is Sister
Mercy. They bond over their love for his music but when Mercy explains that Fr ‘fingers’ 
Murphy on piano and Flatley on flute will be accompanying Donny, Ciara reckons 
something’s up. The Shamz travel to the event in Bulvakia to find out what musical meddling
mayhem Murphy’s up to. Sister Mercy tags along; if it’s cheating to win, then it’s no win at 
all!

Ciara and Mercy meet Donny in his dressing room, he’s about to drink a magical 
performance enhancing potion supplied by Fr Murphy. Sister Mercy pleads with Donny not 
to cheat but use his incredible talent like he did all those years ago. Donny is inspired by her 
pep talk, but when he steps out on stage he freezes. Mighty Joe Doyle insists that the Shamz 
need to save Ireland’s dignity. Sister Mercy feels guilty as she talked Donny into going out 
there, but at least he didn’t cheat Ciara points out.



The Shamz step in and give a shambolic performance (but no more embarrassing than the 
usual effort.) However, when the votes start coming in and Ireland is hoovering up the 
points, Fr Murphy’s real plan for a block voting scam is revealed. Donny was merely a 
distraction to keep the Shamz off his scent. Sure poor Donny could have farted out the song 
and Ireland still would have won. It looks like Murphy is going to clean up at the bookies, 
that is, until Ireland is disqualified when the judges discover that Jay holds a Mexican 
passport (for not paying tax reasons!) It was a close call for The Shamz. But now Ciara is a 
little suspicious of her new BNF (best nun friend), was she in on the scam all along? Surely 
not!?

3. LOOK WHO’S DANCING
Everyone in Ireland is staying in on Sunday night as the new season of the top-rated show 
‘Look Who’s Dancing - Ireland’ is high-kicking it on RTÉ. But when the host Jennifer Generic 
introduces this season’s contestants, there’s one that stands out – Sister Mercy! Could she 
just be taking part as this seasons ‘wacky’ contestant? The Shamz think so, until she out-
dances every other hoofer with her red-hot moves.

As the nun storms through the competition gaining fans and much to Fr Murphy’s delight 
turning people back to God, The Shamz get to investigating. It quickly becomes apparent 
that Mercy’s fast-moving feet have a mind of their own – it must be those sparkly shoes that 
have a spell on them and are doing the work for her. The Shamz wonder if sweet Sister 
Mercy is aware that Fr Murphy and Flatley are using her? To expose the cheating and despite
the hurt it might cause the nice nun the Shamz swap out the shoes with fakes for the semi-
final. However, to their surprise, the dancing nun still knocks it out of the park and into the 
final!

Could she really be that good a dancer? No way! Ciara points out that dance moves like 
Mercy’s had only ever been seen once before – by the star of ‘Riverprance’. The Shamz set 
off in search of the reclusive dance legend himself Michael Fakepaddy – only to find him 
locked in the basement of his mansion. It turns out it wasn’t just the shoes that had been 
stolen, but the very feet of the Lord of the Prance! Finally, The Shamz realise that Sister 
Mercy is in cahoots with Murphy and their job of saving Ireland has just become a whole hell
of a lot harder!

4. FLIPPIN’ IRELAND
Mighty Joe Doyle declares a National emergency! Overnight the entire island of Ireland has 
been turned 180 degrees – now the North is in the South, Dublin’s in the West and Galway is
new Capital. Everyone is discombobulated. Especially, Tony who is now technically a 
Northsider! Oh, the shame! Chaos quickly engulfs the country; rivers flowing the wrong way 
and things are already kicking off North of the border in Munster! Father Murphy is quick to 
reassure the nation that despite the changes the Church remains a constant and soon he 
and Sister Mercy are welcoming anyone seeking solace and normality back into their local 
parish church.

The Shamz have their work cut out for them - how the hell did Murphy turn Ireland on its 
head and how will they turn it back? It’s sightings of a large sea serpent that sets their 
Shamz senses tingling. They discover it’s the mythical Ollphéist; a great sea serpent that 
Murphy beckoned from the deep to twist Ireland on its axis with its powerful tail. Using the 
Book of Moate they attempt to put a reverse spell on the beast but fail. Then they summon 



up their own monster from the deep to pull Ireland back around, but it ends up being eaten 
by Ollphéist. All seems lost.

As the fierce Westerlies pick up along Dublin’s Atlantic coast, the Shamz have an idea. They’ll
literally use the stormy weather to right the wrong as they get every wind turbine in Ireland 
to face West. It works, as Ireland slowly starts to turn on its axis once again. Unfortunately, it
picks up a pace and spins Ireland around a few times at speed, covering the entire country in
a layer of vomit. The Shamz finally stop the spinning and Ireland is righted, much to Tony’s 
relief, as Southside Dublin is back on the south side. Now, if only he could shake off the 
bleedin’ Northside accent ‘dat he’s now got’! Oh, da bleedin’ shame!

5. CRYPTO-CAUN
The Dublin Convention Centre is buzzing as a new crypto-currency is being launched and 
everyone wants to be part of it! Tony drags Ciara and Jay along believing that it could be the 
investment of a lifetime. However, when Ciara notices something familiar about the sharp 
suited crypto queen host of the event who looks remarkably like a certain nun, alarm bells 
ring. But her plea falls on deaf ears as Tony and now Jay are falling for her polished patter 
and when the shiny gold ‘Cryptochaun’ coin appears spinning on the big screen they are 
hooked.

“No need for lying banks! YOU can be in charge of your own financial destiny and be rich 
beyond your wildest dreams! You can finally get to the end of the rainbow! All thanks to 
Cryptochaun” Mercy claims to rapturous applause. Soon, the whole of Ireland is buying up 
the virtual coins which double in value as each hour passes. Ciara, finds herself on her own, 
as Jay and Tony, with their fickle ‘man minds’ are entranced. She investigates Rathmines 
Church to see people’s hard-earned cash shovelled inside by bulldozers as they buy more 
and more digital coins. In the crypt she discovers Flatley rigged up to the internet 
mindcasting his Leprechaun greed over every laptop and mobile device in the land!

“Cryptochaun is the new God!” Fr Murphy exclaims as the Church’s crucifix is replaced by a 
giant gold coin effigy. Ciara runs back to explain to Tony and Jay that the Cryptochaun is a 
complete con and she’s got proof, but they’re still under Flatley’s strong spell. So, to fight fire
with fire, Ciara launches her own cryptocurrency (using a bit of magic from the Book of 
Moate) and manages to con only one customer; Fr. Murphy. She mesmerises him into 
spending every cent he stole on ‘Shamshillings’! Thus, getting the people of Ireland their 
investments back and putting an end to the crypto queen’s reign.

6. FREEZIN’
Things have been relatively quiet around the ‘mines. After Sister Mercy left in a rage Fr 
Murphy closed the Church. The Shamz watch Barry the weatherman as he gives the forecast 
– it's typical December weather – damp, mild and windy – all except an anomaly in Co.Tipp 
where it’s minus 15 and snowing around Cashel. Then an ad appears after the weather 
featuring Fr. Murphy dressed up as a Prince and Flatley as ‘Flatoff’ the funny snowman 
“Come join us at ‘Freezin’ - the new Winter Wonderland Experience for all the family!”

To escape the damp, every family in Ireland buys the overpriced tickets and head to Cashel 
for a something to do! The Shamz senses are tingling; how come it’s only freezing in the one 
spot that Fr Murphy has control of? They travel to the theme park and slip into costumes; 
Ciara as a Princess, Jay and Tony as the front and rear of a reindeer. They sneak around and 
discover Bernie Jean (their old weather woman nemesis) living in her Ice Palace (The Rock of



Cashel). She’s controlling the weather for Murphy, after he struck a deal to bring her back 
from the dead. For as long as she can keep the families coming through the castle gates and 
lining Murphy’s pockets with admission money, she gets to live in Ice Queen splendour!

The Shamz have their work cut out as Bernie won’t be fooled by them twice, and worse still, 
Jay’s old infatuation resurfaces. It looks like the Shamz are being frozen out, as Jay leaves 
them to become the Ice Queen’s King. Or does he?

7. SNAKE CHARMER
Ireland is gearing up for the biggest piss up of the year; the St. Patrick’s Festival – with its 
parades, concerts and full on craic! However, when people wake up on March 17th they 
discover the whole of Ireland has been infested by snakes! The streets are heaving with 
them and it looks like Paddy’s Day is cancelled as no-one can leave home. The Shamz think 
it’s all a bit convenient when Fr Murphy comes to the rescue.

Murphy claims that the infestation has occurred because the people of Ireland have lost the 
true meaning of Saint Patrick’s Day – it was once a Holy Day, not the holy show it’s become! 
He shall rid the island of the sneaky snakes once more, IF people promise to return to The 
Church. His miracle will be broadcast live on TV that afternoon – where he will appear on the
Cliffs of Moher and banish the snakes to sea. The Shamz discover that it was Murphy himself
who conjured up the serpents in the first place using dark magic from The Book Of Borris. 
They need to reveal the snake charming scam for what it is.

But it looks like Murphy has them beat as he commands the last of the snakes away to the 
water and the Nation calls for Saint Patrick’s Day to be changed to Saint Murphy’s Day. 
There’s no way the Shamz can compete with what looked like a genuine miracle...unless, it’s 
with a better miracle! And so, in a race against the clock before it strikes midnight on the 
17th, the Shamz conjure up a more appealing miracle – changing water into Guinness! YES! 
Saint Patrick’s Day is reclaimed once more as a week of craic, booze and debauchery! All is as
it should be! Cheers to the Shamz!

8. HOLY JOE
Ireland’s most popular whinging phone-in radio show ‘Only Just Aliveline’ has just had a 
sudden change of presenter. The original host Joe Stuffy has packed his bags and run off to a 
better offer from the BBC. He’s been replaced by Fr Murphy aka. Holy Joe. In a change of the
format the priest is offering absolution for any sins committed for a donation to the Church. 
Lo and behold it’s an instant hit with sinners galore phoning, confessing and donating. The 
Shamz listen with interest; it’s another Murphy money making scam for sure!

“Holy Joe, I’m after stealing a packet of rashers” a caller admits. “That’s a terrible sin, it’s 
going to cost you three hail Mary’s, an Our Father and a €10 donation!” Holy Joe advises. 
Holy Joe continues to whip up sinners into a frenzy. Soon Ireland is awash with crime and 
debauchery as every sin is absolved, at a price of course. It’s anything goes now; “Holy Joe, 
I’m after killing a man!” - “No bother my son, €500 will keep ya out of hell!”

The Shamz try to intervene and stop Murphy’s broadcast, but he places a price on their 
heads. “Anyone who kills the Shamz goes straight to Heaven, no questions asked!” he 
announces over the air. Now the Shamz have a target on their back. They need to put an end
to the ‘Irish Purge’ before they’re taken out. The Shamz reckon the key to beating Murphy is 
to bring Joe Stuffy back home. But isn’t he off in London making a packet? Turns out he’s 



not, he disappeared of the radio dials altogether. A Shamvestigation reveals that Stuffy had 
been kidnapped and hid him away in the Church crypt. As they attempt to free him, they are
come face to face with a familiar foe as Sister Mercy is back! She locks them in the crypt with
Stuffy and informs the mob of The Shamz location. It looks like it’s game over, until Joe 
catches the mobs ears with his trademark whiny line of questioning giving the Shamz an 
opportunity to escape. In a gripping finale, it’s Joe Stuffy versus Holy Joe in a battle for the 
airwaves; will Ireland keep sinning or get back to whinging?

9. HOLY PLAZA
Fr Murphy and Sister Mercy’s latest venture is ‘Holy Plaza’ - a Mega Church, petrol station, 
fast food, one stop motorway shop. Problem is, it’s in the middle of nowhere. “If you build it 
they shall come!” they claim on their TV ad. The Shamz think the holy horrors have finally 
lost it as there’s not a single road anywhere near the plaza. That is, until Fairy Bushes 
mysteriously pop up overnight on every major motorway in the country.

Superstitious councillors won’t touch them! There’s only one thing for it, as they reroute 
motorways through the only clear path, which just happens to be right to Holy Plaza! Soon, 
all roads in Ireland lead to the Mega Church and holy business is booming. The Shamz need 
to intervene, but when they come across the wily Finnbhear, King of the Fairies who had 
done a deal with Murphy, they have their work cut out for them. In exchange for the bush 
trickery, Murphy bought the Fairies the field next to the Plaza, which so happens to be 
Knockma (a hill near Tuam) the original home of the Connacht fairies.

It looks like the Shamz are beat, you simply can’t take on a fairy, never mind the King of the 
Fairies. But what if someone else did? Ciara dons her County Council uniform and sets up a 
meeting with Fr Murphy. She claims that she’s come to explain to him that if he’s planning 
on building a second plaza on the filed next to him, he’ll need to talk to her first. “Holy Plaza 
2?! Now there’s an idea!” Murphy smirks. Mercy tries to talk him out of it, but as always, 
greed is Murphy’s downfall. Once he breaks ground on Knockma to start building, the Fairies 
turn on him. Overnight Holy Plaza is engulfed in a giant hawthorn tree and instantly out of 
business.

10. PADDY POOR
Jay’s delighted; he’s been cleaning up at the bookies betting on a new unbeatable horse 
‘Miracle Boy’. Alarm bells ring when Ciara sees the horse's owner on the sports roundup on 
TV – it's none other than Fr Murphy. Beside him is his trainer Sister Mercy and jockey Flatley 
who sits astride a pitch black steed. Did its eyes just glow?!

The Shamz make their way to Murphy’s stud farm where they spy on the wicked priest 
talking to the horse, which suddenly transforms into a demon – it’s Púca, a mischievous 
underworld creature known to take the form of a black horse. There’s powerful magic afoot 
and the Shamz need to be careful or risk running foul of the Púca. Meanwhile, Murphy and 
his hell horse are winning every race with their final goal the million-pound prize at the 
Grand National.

The Shamz travel to the UK and set about creating a trap before Murphy and his cohorts 
cheat their way to win. But they always seem to be one step ahead of them as the holy pair 
and the mischievous demon make a formidable team. In what looks like a last-ditch effort to 
stop them, Ciara runs onto the track bearing a ‘Horse Racing is Horrible’ placard. Murphy 
laughs as she’s dragged from the course before the race even starts. However, Ciara was just 



a distraction whilst Tony and Jay created a ‘salted spell breaking symbol’ under the final 
hurdle. As the horse leaps over, it turns back to demon form throwing Flatley to the ground. 
All eyes on the creature who darts away leaving Murphy and Mercy to deal with the angry 
punters who placed their bets on his ‘sure thing’ to win.

11. MUSCLE MASS
Ireland has gone fitness mad so Fr. Murphy has jumped on the bandwagon and reopened 
the Church as a gym with Sister Mercy hosting ‘Pontius Pilates’, Flatley’s ‘Bible Bench 
Pressing’ and Murphy’s daily ‘Muscle Mass’. Even Tony has joined in order to impress his 
girlfriend Anouska. However, Tony’s starting to bulk up awful quick, not to mention his 
temper flaring and his testicles shrinking. Ciara and Jay know something’s amiss when they 
discover numerous tubs of ‘Holy Protein’ powder hidden under Tony’s bed. They need to 
save their friend and Ireland from its growing unholy gym addiction.

But how can they take on this mass of muscle? With more muscle, that’s how! They join 
forces with Murphy’s only competition; ‘Ben Gunne Gyms’ whose fit-as-a-fiddle clientele 
take on the Holy Gym’s now ever-expanding muscle-bound sumo sized lumbering giants in a 
street brawl. Unfortunately, they’re no match!

Ciara and Jay eventually discover what Murphy’s true plan is and it’s even more diabolical 
than creating a church full of steroid addicts; he’s bulking up his clientele so much that 
they’ll eventually explode and he’ll clean up on their funerals! Can the remaining Shamz 
ween Tony off the whizz and get Ireland flabby again by hooking us all back onto the 
Breakfast Rolls, fry ups and the crip sambos? 

12. THE TULIP OF TULLAMORE
Everyone in Ireland tunes in to see who will be crowned Ireland’s ‘fairest girl’. The Shamz are 
going their separate ways for the weekend, all pretending that they’ll be avoiding the 
embarrassing archaic contest. However, they all bump into each other in Tullamore; Tony 
and Jay as escorts (Tony for the networking, Jay for the ladies – he's heard the Tulip 
contestants are well up for it!) and most surprising of all; Ciara as the local ‘Offaly Tulip’ (it’s 
been her lifelong dream to win!) The three agree to never speak of it again and ignore each 
other all weekend. But when Ciara sees literally the most beautiful girl in the world ‘Erin’ 
with her escort, who is none other than Flatley, her Shamz senses kick in.

Father Murphy has put all the Church’s money on Erin to win and she’s a sure shot. But 
where did he find such a beauty? He conjured her up using dark magic from The Book Of 
Borris of course – she's the goddess Éiru (literally Ireland herself!) Ciara’s hopes are well and 
truly dashed as there’s literally no way Erin can lose. Tony and Ciara meet up, but Jay’s 
nowhere to be found. They eventually track him down as a stream of female contestants exit
his hotel room. The dirty divil is working his way through them; it turns out that they simply 
can’t resist his animal charms. To this day it's utterly baffling to Tony and Ciara how Jay has 
such a way with the ladies! They drag Jay out of his room so The Shamz can get to work. 
Using the Book Of Moate they call up Ériu’s husband Mac Greine to persuade his wife to 
leave with him. However, Mac Greine has been married to Ériu for a thousand years and is 
bored and instead turns his attention to Ciara ! Jaysus!

In desperation, as the competition comes to its climax, Ciara and now Tony (who has 
changed into a dress as ’The Dublin Tulip’) must attempt to beat Éiru fair and square on the 
stage. But neither Tony’s dancing nor Ciara’s seanchaí singing is really cutting it. Next up, it’s 



Éiru’s turn to play her enchanted harp and walk away with the competition. But...she’s a no 
show. So much to Murphy’s dismay, his shoe-in is disqualified. But what happened her? 
Ciara and Tony arrive up to Jay’s hotel room to discover even Ériu couldn’t resist Jay’s 
advances. Oh, and the winner? Yeah, it was Tony, the biggest tulip of them all!

13. THE SINDICATE
The Shamz are shocked as they watch Fr Murphy on the news pick up a cheque for six 
million Euro after winning the National Lottery. Ciara is fuming as she knows full well that 
the scheming priest has somehow cheated his way to win right under their noses. They 
failed in their duty to keep an eye on the crafty cleric. But they’re even more shocked when 
the same Fr. Murphy announces that he’s sharing his winnings with the rest of his ‘syndicate’
– Flatley, Sister Mercy and…The S  hamz!

What?! Tony and Jay flip out, they’re millionaires! Ciara knows that Murphy’s intentions are 
foul, but the two boys don’t care. Didn’t she hear Murphy say that he wanted to make 
amends with them? But Ciara’s not buying it and despite their claims that the money won’t 
change them, Tony and Jay are already losing the run of themselves; Jay’s bought a new 
supped-up van, Anouska's now planning herself and Tony’s extravagant wedding! Looks like 
the Shamz are splitting up!

It’s at Tony and Anouska’s beachside wedding when Murphy’s true intentions are finally 
revealed. He just wanted to get the already weakened Shamz in the one place at the one 
time to finish the three of them off for good! By officiating the wedding, with best man Jay 
and best girl Ciara in a distracted state, the evil priest plans to curse them to hell from the 
altar and finish his foes in front of everyone they know. He turns to Flately to hand him the 
Book of Borris but he’s nowhere to be seen. There’s been so much double crossing going on 
that they missed the biggest one of all – Sister Mercy and Flatley who have finally had 
enough of Murphy ordering them around and eloped with all the winnings and the evil book
to boot. 

Will The Shamz have to team up with Fr Murphy to take on this new formidable duo? Well, 
you’ll have to wait for series 3 to find out!


